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3.Extract heads to gui/assets foler. Play the game. FIFA Manager 14 is a continuation of the
popular manager series, which is very popular among the soccer fans. This game became
more elaborated, than the original one, and at the same time the developers added a lot of
different innovations. In FIFA 14 the new game modes were added, for example the Manager
mode. Also new locations and characters were added, so every player can become a real
soccer player. As a part of FIFA 14 also new animations and features for gamers were
added. For example, now in soccer simulator it is possible to jump to any side during the
kicking. For the Player vs Player mode there are three new animations for the undercarriage.
FIFA 14 will be the first game in which it will be possible to take a jump shot at the goal, and
the simulator will take into account all the movements of the athletes in this area. Thanks to
this it will be possible to perform the most complex combinations. It was announced by one
of the game's developers, Brian Horton. According to him, in FIFA 14 will be implemented
new animation system for soccer players. Thanks to it, it will be possible to perform a
number of jumping kicks, which previously have been simply impossible. In this case,
according to Horton, will take into account all the movements that the athlete makes in this
area, and, therefore, in the simulator will be implemented many of the techniques that were
previously inaccessible to the players On the one hand, that's not very good. But on the
other hand it will allow us to dive deeper into the world of simulation and make it more
realistic. In FIFA 17 we've added the ability to pass long distances. So now I'll be able to
make long passes. In FIFA 18 I won't have this option. And it's okay," said Horton. In FIFA 18
players will be able to make shots with the ball, provided that they are in motion. In
addition, the ability to pass the ball from one corner of the field to another will be returned.
The game will have more different techniques, for example, in the match for the third place
teams will be able to kick the ball from the prone position. In FIFA 18 will be more control
options, including the use of different controllers. Improved career mode. There will be
special sets in FIFA Ultimate Team (FUT) that will allow to get access to different players and
personalities and strengthen the team with real money. FIFA 18 will have a system of choice
positions and more realistic dribbling. According to one of the developers, the game will
offer a choice of more than 200 players. In addition, the game will be able to create your
own matches with a set of settings that will depend on the selected players. In FIFA 18 will
be presented Ultimate Team mode, where users will be offered to choose their favorite club
and assemble the perfect, from their point of view, team. Players will be able to create a
variety of players that can then be sold, bought and traded.
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